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Rights and remedies of a taxpayer in the
sights of the Commissioner of Taxation: Part 1
T

his article considers whether anything can be done to preserve a
taxpayer’s rights long enough for the taxpayer to contest an assessment
in the appropriate forum. It outlines the impediments facing the taxpayer to
conclude that without reaching an accommodation with the Commissioner, the
taxpayer will be in a race to prosecute the Part IVC TAA53 proceedings before
the Commissioner seeks to recover the tax debt.
In one paragraph, with typical perspicuity,
Hill J in McCallum v Commissioner of
Taxation1 encapsulated the plight of many
a taxpayer:
“The Commissioner issues an assessment. The
taxpayer objects to it. The assessment may be
recovered as a debt. The Commissioner proceeds
to do so. The taxpayer seeks a stay, but on the
principles enunciated by the Court of Appeal in
Deputy Commissioner of Taxation (Cth) v Mackey
(1982) 64 FLR 432 the stay is refused. The
Commissioner proceeds to judgment and then
issues a bankruptcy notice. That notice can not
be challenged because if one sought to go behind
the judgment debt one is met by an assessment
unchallengeable under s 177: Clyne v Deputy
Commissioner of Taxation (Cth) (1982) 82 ATC
4510; Clyne v Deputy Commissioner of Taxation
(Cth) (1983) 83 ATC 4532. On the same basis,
the taxpayer is made bankrupt. He is insolvent
as a result of the tax debt. There may or may not
be other creditors. The Commissioner appoints
a trustee in bankruptcy or perhaps the Official
Receiver becomes trustee. In either case the
trustee has no interest in fighting the objection in
the Administrative Appeals Tribunal. It is immaterial
to the trustee. And the trustee has no funds to do
so. Hence the taxpayer loses the right to appeal
and is made bankrupt without ever having a right
to challenge the assessment. It could not happen,
could it?”
And as Gummow ACJ, Heydon, Crennan
and Kiefel JJ noted in the High Court in
DCT v Broadbeach Properties Pty Ltd,2
“harsh though the operation of these
provisions may be, they implement a longstanding legislative policy to protect the
interests of the revenue”.3
For a bankrupt individual or corporate
taxpayer in the process of being wound
up,4 the result is usually the same,

unless the trustee in bankruptcy or the
liquidator prosecutes the Part IVC TAA53
proceedings, those rights will be lost5 and
an excessive assessment may stand.
In earlier times, seeking to recover before
Part IVC proceedings were determined
was thought necessary only in egregious
cases. Bowen CJ in Equity said in Re Roma
Industries Pty Ltd:6
“It must be appreciated that from the point of
view of the revenue it is a protection against that
class of taxpayer who might withhold payment and
use the money as the sinews of war to conduct
appeals against the Commissioner and who, being
finally unsuccessful, was found to be unable to
meet his tax liability, having spent his money on
the litigation.”
In Clyne v DCT7 Mason A-CJ said:
“I was informed that it is a somewhat unusual
course for the Deputy Commissioner to commence
proceedings for recovery in a court relying on a
notice of assessment which is under challenge in
proceedings under the [Assessment Act]. It is to
be hoped that this is so.”
While basic notions of justice would
suggest that pursuing as a debt moneys
owed under an assessment that has been
challenged should be a rare event, today
such conduct is commonplace.8

Who protects the taxpayer?
This article considers whether anything
can be done to preserve a taxpayer’s rights
long enough to enable the taxpayer to
contest an assessment in the appropriate
forum. The following will be considered:
(a) proceedings to quash the assessment;
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(b) the Commissioner’s discretion to defer
recovery and extend the due date of tax
related liabilities and avenues of judicial
review;
(c) stay of recovery proceedings or
execution of judgment;
(d) funding the liquidator or the trustee in
bankruptcy; and
(e) negotiation.

Whether section 39B proceedings
are available
To the extent that there was any doubt,
the recent High Court decision in
Commissioner of Taxation v Futuris
Corporation Limited9 has answered
definitively the question of when
proceedings under s 39B of the Judiciary
Act (Cth) (39B proceedings) might be
relied upon to quash an assessment. The
High Court has clearly enunciated the
position that dissatisfied taxpayers do not
have the right to challenge assessments in
39B proceedings, but may raise the issues
in Part IVC proceedings.
Assuming that there is an assessment in
form,10 the effect of s 17511 is that in the
absence of conscious maladministration a
dissatisfied taxpayer’s only remedy lies in
Part IVC TAA53.12 In such proceedings, and
in such proceedings only, is it possible to
challenge the amount and all the particulars
of the assessment.13
Where there has been conscious
maladministration it cannot be said
that the Commissioner’s process has
produced an assessment to which s 175
applies.14 In order to make out conscious
maladministration it is necessary to
demonstrate that the statutory powers have
been exercised corruptly or with deliberate
disregard for the scope of those powers.
Such allegations are not to be made lightly
in proceedings and are not lightly upheld.15
In a proper case, there may also be a cause

of action for the taxpayer against
the Commissioner for misfeasance in
public office.16
Where the purported notice of
assessment, in form, does not answer
the statutory description of an assessment
as defined in s 6 of the ITAA36,17 then the
remedies for jurisdictional error may be
pursued in 39B proceedings.
Similarly where there is no assessment,
s 175 ITAA 36 will not protect the purported
assessment, for instance, where the
purported assessment is tentative or
provisional. In such a case there is no
definitive ascertainment of the amount of
taxable income or the tax payable.18 This
may be difficult to demonstrate where there
is an assessment that is conclusive on its
face. In Bloemen, Mason and Wilson JJ
said,19 “In our opinion, it must follow that
a notice in proper form of an assessment
necessarily compels the conclusion that
there was an assessment made in fact”.20
Where there is no rational or logical
process of ascertainment of the taxable
income there is also no assessment.
For instance, where the Commissioner
plucks a figure out of the air or knows the
assessment to be wrong.21
Discretionary considerations arise and
relief in 39B proceedings will be refused
where alternate remedies are available.22
Also, a taxpayer having elected to pursue
Part IVC TAA53 rights to their conclusion
will be precluded from obtaining relief in
39B proceedings.23
In summary, whether ultimately the
Commissioner’s position may be
demonstrated to be flawed in logic, or
contain errors of the kind referred to by
Dixon CJ in Avon Downs,24 is not relevant
for the purposes of a consideration
of whether the assessment manifests
jurisdictional error of the kind that attracts
the constitutional writs. Since Futuris,
such error may only be demonstrated by
showing that an assessment is tentative,
that there was no process of assessment
or that there has been conscious
maladministration.

Judicial review
The Commissioner has an obligation
to pursue the recovery of tax related
liabilities.25 However, this is subject to the
exercise of discretion. For instance, in

cases of serious hardship affecting certain
taxpayers, the Commissioner may release
the taxpayer, in whole or in part, from a
liability.26 Furthermore, the Commissioner
has wide powers to defer recovery
proceedings, or to defer the due date for
liability under an assessment.
Section 8 of ITAA states that “[t]he
Commissioner shall have the general
administration of this Act”.
Section 255-5 of Schedule 1 TAA 53
states:
“255‑5 R ecovering a tax‑related liability that is
due and payable
(1) An amount of a *tax‑related liability that is due
and payable:
(a) is a debt due to the Commonwealth; and
(b) is payable to the Commissioner.
(2) The Commissioner, a Second Commissioner
or a Deputy Commissioner may sue in his
or her official name in a court of competent
jurisdiction to recover an amount of a
*tax‑related liability that remains unpaid after it
has become due and payable.
Note: T he tables in section 250‑10 set out each
provision that specifies when an amount
of a tax‑related liability becomes due and
payable. The Commissioner may vary that
time under Subdivision 255‑B.”
Section 255-10 of Schedule 1 TAA53
states:
“255‑10 To defer the payment time
(1) The Commissioner may, having regard to the
circumstances of your particular case, defer
the time at which an amount of a *tax‑related
liability is, or would become, due and payable
by you (whether or not the liability has already
arisen). If the Commissioner does so, that time
is varied accordingly.
Note: General interest charge or any other relevant
penalty, if applicable for any unpaid amount of
the liability, will begin to accrue from the time
as varied. See, for example, paragraph 204(3)
(a) of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936.
(2) The Commissioner must do so by written
notice given to you.
(3) A deferral under subsection (1) does not defer
the time for giving an approved form to the
Commissioner.
Note: Section 388‑55 allows the Commissioner to
defer the time for giving an approved form.”
Accordingly, it is open to a taxpayer to
request that the Commissioner defer
recovery proceedings or to defer the due

date of the liability. Plainly, in exercising
his discretion, the Commissioner may have
regard to the policy of the Act as reflected
by ss 14ZZM27 and 14ZZR 28 TAA53 to
proceed to recover the tax notwithstanding
that an appeal or review is pending,
so the mere fact that review or appeal
proceedings are on foot is not sufficient
grounds to ensure the Commissioner
defers recovery. Also, in the case of
deferral of the due date, the Commissioner
will suffer the loss of the General Interest
Charge for the period of the deferral and
this may be taken into consideration by
the Commissioner in making the decision
concerning deferral.29
In the event that the Commissioner
refuses the request, s 5(1) of the
Administrative Decisions (Judicial Review)
Act 1976 (Cth) (the ADJR Act) gives a
person “aggrieved by a decision to which
this Act applies” the right to apply to the
Federal Court for an Order of Review.
Whether the decision is a decision to
which the ADJR Act applies turns on
whether it has the requisite attributes to
fall within the ambit of a “decision of an
administrative character made, proposed to
be made, or required to be made … under
an enactment”. This expression comes
from the definition of “decision to which
the [ADJR Act] applies”.30 The expression
“decision of an administrative character
made … under an enactment”31 must be
read together as an entirety rather than as a
series of individual words.32
The term “decision” is not defined in
the ADJR Act.33 However, a decision
as contemplated by s 5 of the ADJR
Act must, generally,34 be a substantive
determination 35 (as contrasted with a
procedural determination) 36 which is final
or operative and determinative, at least in a
practical sense.37 It requires a deliberative
process (a determination of an application,
inquiry or dispute) 38 and it must have
practical legal effect.39
A decision is made under an enactment
in the relevant sense if it is expressly or
impliedly required or authorised by an
enactment and the decision itself confers,
alters or otherwise affects legal rights or
obligations or has the capacity to do so.40
A decision of an administrative character
is one which arises in the course of
administration and has significance which
merits the right to judicial review.
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Where an act specifically authorises the
making of a decision (whether expressly
or impliedly), the decision may have the
requisite character of a reviewable decision
notwithstanding that it does not ordinarily
have the hallmarks of a substantive or
determinative decision.41
In other cases, due to its serious
consequences, an otherwise procedural
decision, which resolves an issue, may be a
reviewable decision.42
Specific decisions or classes of decisions
are expressly excluded by Schedule 1 of
the ADJR Act.43 Schedule 1 paragraph (e)
excludes from the definition of decisions to
which the ADJR Act applies:
“Decisions making, or forming part of the process
of making, or leading up to the making of,
assessments or calculations of tax, charge or duty,
or decisions disallowing objections to assessments
or calculations of tax, charge or duty, or decisions
amending, or refusing to amend, assessments or
calculations of tax, charge or duty, under any of
the following Acts.”
In the taxation context, the following
decisions have been held to be reviewable:
(a) decision by the Commissioner to issue
a notice requiring information from
offshore pursuant to s 264A of the
ITAA36;44
(b) decisions under ss 264 and 263 of the
ITAA36 to make available documents for
inspection and to enter premises;45
(c) decisions to refuse a request for an
extension of the due date for payment;46
(d) a decision not to vary tax instalment
deductions;47
(e) a decision to exempt a taxpayer from
requirement to file tax return and the
withdrawal of that decision;48 and
(f) A decision to issue garnishee
proceedings.49
On the other hand the following decisions
have been held not to be reviewable:
(a) the decision to pursue recovery of a
director’s penalty notice;50
(b) a decision to issue a demand for
payment;51
(c) a decision to apply to wind up the
taxpayer and a decision to reject an
offer of compromise;52
(d) a decision to institute recovery
proceedings for an income tax liability;53

(e) a decision to issue a director’s penalty
notice;54
(f) the decision to vote at a creditor’s
meeting.55
On the basis of recent authority, if a
request to defer legal recovery is denied,
judicial review pursuant to the ADJR Act
is unavailable to a taxpayer, for the reason
that such a decision is not a decision
under an enactment as discussed above.
However, on the authority of Rawson
Finances56 a taxpayer may bring 39B
proceedings instead of proceedings under
the ADJR Act. The disadvantage of such
a course is that there is no imperative for
the decision maker to give reasons and it
may therefore be difficult for the taxpayer
to make out its case of jurisdictional
error.57 With respect to 39B proceedings
concerning review of decisions under
an enactment, the usual classes of
jurisdictional error apply. For instance
failure to take into account a mandatory
consideration, taking into account an
irrelevant consideration, or failing to
exercise the power such as applying
policy without regard to the merits of the
particular case.58 In 39B proceedings for
a review of a decision to defer the recovery
process or the due date, the Court is not
limited by ss 175 and 177 of the ITAA36
to only certain kinds of jurisdictional error
(such as mala fides). Those sections do
not affect a decision to defer (or not defer)
recovery proceedings.
The question of what might amount to
jurisdictional error in making one of the
decisions referred to above has no easy
answer. It depends upon the circumstances
of the taxpayer viewed in light of the
purposes for which the discretion has been
conferred. Plainly the Commissioner has
a wide discretion and the legislative policy
which permits recovery of the tax liability
notwithstanding that an objection or an
appeal or review is outstanding, affects
the mix. Nevertheless, the Commissioner
must genuinely consider the taxpayer’s
circumstances and no discretion is entirely
unfettered. Where a discretion is conferred
by legislation, the relevant decision maker
must “exercise that discretion having
regard to the nature, scope and purpose
of the power and the context in which it
is found”.59
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Conclusion
As can be seen from the foregoing, once
an assessment has issued, unless the
taxpayer can reach an accommodation
with the Commissioner, the taxpayer
will be in a race to prosecute the Part
IVC TAA53 proceedings before the
Commissioner seeks to recover the
tax debt. The Commissioner holds the
upper hand since he must determine the
objection before Part IVC proceedings
can begin.60 Proceedings to stay recovery
or stave off the winding up process can
be costly distractions from the main goal
– to demonstrate that the assessment is
excessive. Nonetheless, the situations
in which a stay of recovery proceedings
or execution may be available and
the consequences of a winding up or
bankruptcy are considered in Part II of
this article, in the October of Taxation
in Australia.
It is important to recall that often it is the
taxpayer who has the greater ability to
control the speed with which the Part IVC
proceedings are prosecuted and where the
threat of recovery proceedings is imminent
the taxpayer should employ due haste to
prepare its case and not wait the statutory
60 day period before lodging appeals or
review proceedings. The taxpayer might
also seek expedition from the Court or
Tribunal.
Rashelle L. Seiden FTIA
Barrister,
Ground Floor Wentworth
Chambers, Sydney
This paper was presented at the Challis
Discussion Group on 7 July 2010.
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